Many Diverse services at the same place
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Why El-Obour City
As Cairo continues to grow, its outskirts have become an attractive destination to many residents
who started moving out to the newer easily-accessible areas, to escape the overpopulated
hectic downtown Cairo. Accordingly, many investors are turning now to these new cities,
seeking fresh business opportunities in a promising market which can still accept much more.
El-Obour City is one of the new generation cities, which is strategically located within the largest
industrial zone in the country, over an area of 12 million m². Thanks to its new infrastructure,
modern facilities, modest population and the quick access that characterize El-Obour City,
many investors as well as many multinational companies have already relocated to it.
However, El-Obour City still lacks basic business and supporting services indispensible to any
new city, especially a business-oriented one such as EL-Obour. In fact, more than 1,000 factories
in the industrial area of El-Obour City suffer from late delivery and increase in cost due to the

unavailability of the necessary supporting services. This number is expected to rise to 1,500
factories by 2012.
These supporting services range from logistics, insurance, auditing and tax services to
advertising, architects, banks and consulting as well as machinery and supplies, air conditioning,
appliances, office equipment and automation systems. There is also need for airlines and travel
agencies, car leasing agencies, electric contractors, cleaning services…etc.
El-Obour city is also short of luxurious administrative facilities. Only residential spaces are
available, which are often illegally sold or leased to clients as administrative spaces.
Therefore, the city is truly an open market for investors willing to seize the opportunity and
fulfill the great needs of this novel market.
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The Strategic location
Having a unique location in El-Obour City, AGI
mall boasts accessible connections; only 50
meters away from the main road, beside Carrefour
and facing the Habitat. In addition, it is only a
15-minute-drive from Heliopolis which makes it
close enough to the heart of Cairo.
The mall also has prime visibility from El-Obour
main road with a vast front area and two main
entrances from the main road. It is situated in front
of the Industrial Zone, which includes numerous
outstanding multinational corporations creating
an up-market business district for the mall’s clients.
Moreover, the mall is surrounded by luxurious
villas and compounds which make it attractive for
many residents of this area.
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Town Stars Mall
AGI Business center is planned to be the first
of its kind not just in El-Obour city, but in the
surrounding cities as well, giving its clients a huge
leadership edge.
The project is designed to be the first premium
mall to include shopping units, a comprehensive
medical center and a business hub all in the same
place.
El-Obour mall is established over a vast area
of 10,000m2, comprising five floors, and
accommodating 105 units. Thanks to its gathering
many diverse services at the same place, it is an
ideal setting for an eclectic mix of customers.
It brings together a stunning combination of (80)
shops and services, (25) restaurants and cafes,
a hypermarket, managerial and medical units of
variable area to suit all of clients’ needs.
Furthermore, AGI offers its clients outstanding
administrative facilities that provide them with a
huge competitive edge against their competitors.
These administrative facilities are affordable with
reasonable prices and flexible payment methods.
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Building Design
In this prestigious project, AGI gave particular
attention to the exterior design of the mall. Its
luxurious design appears in the distinguished
architecture, its Modern facade, which is clad with
a 4,000 square meter curtain wall system, and the
feature lighting of its entrance hall.
Floor-to-ceiling windows work together with
the building design to allow maximum light
penetration into the workplace which enhances
the working atmosphere, boasting the employee
satisfaction and productivity. Besides, the
combination of office, medical, and office with
retail license units makes the building a dynamic
and enjoyable location that serves all the tenants
needs.
The mall is designed according to the highest
international standards. One of the high quality
features AGI offers its clients is high floor plate
efficiency which allows units’ tenants to blot heavy
work or machine tools.
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Hypermarket
The hypermarket which spreads over 3000 m2 is
considered to be the most dynamic part of the
mall as it is expected to attract (15,000) customers
per day. The presence of the hypermarket makes
the mall a shopping destination for families and
individuals, thus considerably increasing number
of visitors to the mall.
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Commercial Units
The commercial units, which spread
throughout the ground and the first floor,
include a portfolio of prestigious brands for
women, men and kids wear, restaurants and
cafes, gift shops, foot wear…etc., which make
shopping a luxurious experience for each
and every client. Apart from being a target
to consumers, the collection of these stores
also contributes to the pleasurable experience
customers have in the mall.
The two commercial floors are characterized
by two private entrances which give clients an
easy access to the units.
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Medical Center
Realizing that health services are one of the most vital services to any populated district and
with being committed to providing a better health services to El-Obour City, AGI determined
its Medical Center to be the first luxurious integral one to serve the whole city.
Having just one governmental hospital and more than 1 million citizens in El-Obour and As
Salam cities, in addition to more than 140,000 employees and blue-collar workers, working in
1,000 factories in the industrial area, the medical center is designed to bridge the huge gap
between the demand and the supply of the medical services in El-Obour through serving a
large sector of this district’s population.
In fact, according to a recent market research, more than 10,000 citizens, living in the high-end
areas of El-Obour City as Al Alia compound, and 6th and 7th districts, in addition to thousands
in Oraby and Golf city, are suffering from the lack of high-end medical services in El-Obour city.
As a result, most of these citizens resort to Heliopolis and Nasr City seeking the medical care
they need.
Being the first integral medical center in El-Obour City, the center is a destination for many
who are seeking to find all medical services under one same roof, saving much time and effort.
The center is designed to comprise:
•
•
•
•
•
•

More than 40 clinics covering all specializations
4 or 5 specialized centers in the fields of Ophthalmology, Genecology, Dentistry, Pediatrics
and Orthopedics.
Laboratory
X-Ray center
Pharmacy
Gym and Spa

To ensure the quality of the services provided by the medical center, AGI team is concerned
with attracting and selecting the most professional doctors who will occupy the different clinics
and laboratories of the medical center. We do this through conducting meetings with doctors
who are interested to buy or rent units in the medical center to guarantee.
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Business Units
Beside the mall’s variable commercial units,
the mall has (56) of managerial units which
spread over 2,220 m2 and are distributed over
2 floors, expanding the spectrum of services
represented in the mall.
AGI has a pure administrative license of 4,440
m2 of administrative spaces. The units’ spaces
start from 50 m2 up to 2000 m2 with office
spaces located in the second and third floors.
Each floor has an efficient design that provides a
variety of layouts and optimal space utilization.
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Facilities and Services
Believing that the way towards success and establishing
our position in the Egyptian market starts with being
customer oriented, we do our best to get a deeper
insight into the needs of our customers. At AGI, we
never end our relationship with our clients at the point
of purchasing. We provide full facilities and property
management services to the center’s businesses. The
services include housekeeping, regular maintenance
for electromechanical equipment, 24/7 security
services, firefighting, alarm system and fire exits.
Moreover, the mall offers its clients a package of
essential services to their businesses including:
telephones, backup generator with automatic transfer
system (ATS), backup water supply, public toilets,
2 Mitsubishi electric elevators, chilled water A/C
system, and master antenna television and internet
access. Besides, each standard office is provided with:
• Restroom in each unit
• Kitchen
• Main electricity switch
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In addition to the ground floor cafes
and restaurants, the mall comprises a
portfolio of cafes and restaurants located
on the roof terrace, overlooking the
whole city which makes it an enjoyable
destination for visitors. Besides The mall
offers a discounted membership in the
spa and gym facilities located also on
the roof.
El-Obour mall has a large parking area
that has up to 390 parking spaces
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Town Stars Layouts
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Town Stars

First Floor
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Town Stars

Second Floor
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Town Stars

Third Floor
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About The Arabian Group Investments (AGI)
AGI, Arab Gulf Investments, is a reputable real estate company that
has successfully and strongly established itself in the Egyptian market.
Founded in 1984, AGI started with the sole aim of delivering unique
real estate projects to customers. Having huge investments of 500
million EGP, AGI has been dedicated to establishing large-scale
projects that serve a wide range of customers through providing
a variety of units for commercial and industrial purposes.

Our Mission
Developing newly-established communities through creating
industrial and commercial projects that provide essential services
to the citizens of these communities, along with offering greater
investment opportunities to our clients.

Our Vision
Being a leading real-estate investment company specialized in the
commercial and industrial sector by 2025 through providing a tradition
of excellence in real estate projects that exceeds our customers’
expectations.

